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The Writing Center
The Writing Center is a part of NYU’s Expository Writing Program, and a place where NYU students can get one-on-one help with their writing. Students meet with EWP faculty and advanced undergraduate peer tutors for one-on-one writing conferences, for any class, at stage of the writing process.

To make an appointment at either the Washington Square or Brooklyn campus, and to learn more about the Writing Center, click here.

Writing Tutors Program
Sponsored by the Writing Center, the Writing Tutors Program integrates writing tutors into first-year seminars and gateway courses across CAS to support all enrolled student writers. Expository Writing Program faculty mentor the tutors, take care of logistics, and meet with CAS faculty to discuss how best to create 2-3 occasions during the semester where student writers and tutors meet individually to discuss drafts of writing assignments and develop revision strategies. To learn more about the Writing Tutors Program, click here.

Writing Affiliates Program
The Writing Affiliates are experienced Expository Writing Program faculty who offer programming in the residence halls and commuter student spaces, designed to foster a culture of writing, and help students develop as readers, writers, thinkers, and learners. Check your NYU e-mail for notices about upcoming events!

Writing Partners Program
Sponsored by the Writing Center, the Writing Partners Program pairs EWP-trained undergraduate writing tutors with undergraduates who would like to have regular tutoring and ongoing support in their efforts to meet the demands of university writing. Writing Partners will meet with international or multilingual students weekly or bi-weekly throughout the semester. To learn more about the Writing Partners Program, click here.

RISE "Essay Edit Workshops"
International students can get one-on-one help with their writing from EWP Writing Affiliates.

Students who plan to go can (and should) RSVP: these are drop-in sessions, but students who RSVP are given preference at the event. For more about all of the RISE programming for International students click here.

The University Learning Center
Offers peer tutoring, and special sessions for help with writing, at both the Academic Resource Center (18 Washington Place; 212-998-8085) and University Hall (110 East 14th Street 212-998-8047). See their website for hours and more info, here.